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How open source distribution accelerates Drupal development time by 30% [2]

Acquia released the latest version of Acquia Lightning, a flexible Drupal 8 distribution
thousands of organisations are using to launch new Drupal sites and projects quickly.
Acquia Lightning offers new capabilities for developers, site builders, site managers, and
marketers to build sites faster and deliver richer digital experiences.
As companies continue to elevate the role of content delivery across every channel, teams face
pressure to build sites that are increasingly demanding.

Acquia delivers open source framework for contextual commerce [3]

Acquia Delivers Open Source Framework for Contextual Commerce [4]

Acquia has unveiled the Acquia Commerce Framework, a set of open source Drupal modules
that brands can use to deliver seamless, contextual commerce experiences. These open source
modules provide flexibility to embed commerce components directly into content-driven
experiences, helping remove friction from the commerce process. As a result rich,
omnichannel shopping experiences can emerge from content building efforts quickly and
easily, without having to assemble troves of data or build complicated navigation paths.
Using the framework, brands can turn themselves into e-commerce powerhouses. Within
Drupal, site builders can create as many virtual catalogues as they need using custom

connectors, linking product data to content. Brands can tap the benefits of open source
technology to create a smoother shopping experience ? connecting customers with lively,
useful content and clear, actionable checkout options. Authors can easily embed this product
data directly into the content they are creating, which is the basis for contextual commerce.

GeekHive Open-Source Technical Lead Becomes a Pantheon Hero [5]

GeekHive proudly announces the acceptance of Technical Lead Drew Nackers into the
Pantheon Heroes Advocacy Program for his valuable contributions to the Drupal and
WordPress open-source development communities. The Pantheon Heroes Program honors
programming professionals who voluntarily dedicate their time, expertise, and talents toward
the continual advancement of the Open Web ecosystem.
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